
THE FRIDAY LETTER
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4  F E B R U A R Y  2 0 2 2

Dear Parents,

We have welcomed back many of our children and staff this week and it has been wonderful to

get back to the normal rhythm of Dunannie life. Thank you again for all of your support in testing

the children regularly at home and keeping them off school if they had Covid symptoms - this

seems to have stemmed the flow and allowed us to get back to normality again.

Our first weekly 'coffee and chat' in the Sam Banks Pavilion starts next week. These will take

place on a weekly basis, starting with Nursery and Reception parents, from 8.30 to 9.15am on

Tuesday 8th February. This will hopefully be a great opportunity for us to discuss and exchange

ideas and of course for you to get together with other parents in your year group. It is also a

chance for me to update you on some new initiatives that have been happening at Dunannie.

Please note that the Year 3 Hockey match scheduled to take place on Thursday, has 

 unfortunately been cancelled. Year 2 have a trip on Thursday 10th February to the Weald and

Downland Museum which is a wonderful opportunity for the children to see at first-hand how

houses have changed over the centuries. 

We have had a couple of reports of cars not being parked fully in bays, leaving fewer spaces for

others to park in. Please could I ask that everyone parks mindfully. Thank you for your support

with this.



A message from Sophie:
Thank you all for your amazingly generous gift voucher and the flowers &
chocolates .  I was rather overwhelmed when Alex made the delivery this

morning and I'm sure that won't be the last time I cry before the end of the
day!  This has been a wonderful, happy and inspiring place to work and I
will miss everyone hugely.  If you're ever passing down the A303, please

do make a pitstop in Ilminster - it will be lovely to see some familiar faces.
 

Love and best wishes x

 
Lastly, I would like to take this opportunity to thank Sophie Martin for all her hard work and for
being such a positive ray of sunshine at Dunannie. Sophie has worked here for 4 years and has
helped implement changes in the office to enable us to manage all the day-to-day tasks effectively.
Sophie has left us to start her new and exciting venture. She has set up an interior design shop
called Andrassy Living and will be opening in Ilminster in the next coming weeks. She has been an
extremely valued member of our team and will be very much missed however, rest assured, she is
leaving the office in great hands with Kellie.

Please do read the letter that will also be sent out today about Book Week. It has information about
character day and a library competition.

All that remains is for me to wish all of you a wonderful weekend and I look forward to seeing the
children back on Monday, recharged and ready for the adventures that await them at Dunannie.

Best wishes

Fiona
 



The Nursery have had a wonderful

week, enjoying the warmer, dry days

outside and being back all together

again. We have rediscovered favourite

activities and friendships. 

NURSERY



Reception have been brewing spells

and writing their “wish” ingredients

after reading stories about dragons! We

have designed dragons using online

programmes so that we could work as a

team to make our own class dragon!

We also celebrated Lunar New Year

and loved making beautiful stencil

paintings for the year of the tiger.

RECEPTION



RECEPTION



Following learning about the symbols

in the Bedales logo, the children

learned how to pipe roses and model

bees to create Bedales cakes. They also

decorated cakes to show their interests

representing how they are all different

but work together to create amazing

things. Work of Each for Weal of All. 

YEAR 1



Year 1 are thinking about what it

means to belong. They have learned

how families are different and can

change and grow then acted out

situations and events where they feel a

strong sense of belonging with their

own families. Ideas included; going for

a family walk, eating dinner together,

playing a game, pulling crackers at

Christmas and having a dance in the

kitchen!  

YEAR 1



After looking closely at how the

Bedales symbol has changed over the

years, the children worked in teams to

draw how they thought the symbol

may look in years to come. 

YEAR 1



In Science this week, Year 1 have been

investigating why the wolf in The

Three Little Pigs could not blow the

brick house down. They looked at how

bricks are laid, the properties of bricks

and tried out different consistencies of

concrete mix to find the most effective

one. 

YEAR 1



We had a great day discovering Steep

village. We thought it was a very

beautiful village, full of lovely houses.

We loved the church and the common

land. We were curious to know what

happens in the village hall and were

impressed that the noticeboard told us

about hedgehogs. We thought that the

cars drove too fast through the village

and that there were no street lights.

We think the village should have a

shop, and a pond in the village hall car

park. 

YEAR 2



Check out our Gingerbread houses!

YEAR 2



It has been so good to be back in Year 3

- we have had all the children and staff

together this week and it’s been great!

In Science the children worked

practically finding out about air

pressure. Continuing our topic of Birds,

we have learnt about Emperor

Penguins and have worked in groups to

develop and explore their migration

journey. One group has recreated their

movements in dance. 

In Maths, we are learning about mass.

The children have investigated the

weight of a bird of their choice. 

We are excited about our trip to

Arundel next week. 

YEAR 3SR



In Year 3CC we practised measuring

skills this week, and investigated

comparative bird weights using data

from the RSPB bird A-Z Identifier.

Using real information and learning

how to find our own data is always

interesting. The range of bird weights

was really surprising too – from a blue

tit to a white-tailed eagle!

Our ceramics work this week with Eva

focussed on forming thumb pots and

turning to ensure a smooth and even

finish. 

YEAR 3CC



And in Science it’s all about forces! We

watched Tim Peake in the ISS

demonstrating zero gravity and

investigated forces with our own

experiments. Air is quite amazing!

Could you keep a sock dry underwater?

And what happens when you blow the

air between two balloons?

YEAR 3CC



Year 3 enjoyed creating small scale

Viking settlements in the

woodland.

BUSHCRAFT

Reception class have been adding to

the Viking longboat Earth Art

Sculpture. Engaging their creativity

and artistic flair. 



As part of our woodland

development plan the children

have created a Viking longship.

Over the past few weeks we have

been exploring Vikings as part of

our topic work and this week the

children baked simple bread over

the campfire, replicating some food

Vikings would have enjoyed. 

 Unlike the Vikings we enjoyed

ours with lashings of jam.

BUSHCRAFT



ECO NEWS
Armed with her new Christmas present, Florence led the charge and with the help of many of

the Eco ambassadors picked up litter in the Orchard last week. With the help of Florence,

Beaulieu, and Charli G, I held an assembly on Monday to discuss the problem of litter in the

Orchard. All the children agreed that they must be more careful not to drop litter, particularly

after school. The children asked for us to provide bins in the Orchard and wanted to make

sure that they could also recycle their rubbish too. Later that day in their Orchard time,

Harriet, Bea and Cleo tidied up the Orchard. 

Thank you to all the passionate and caring children of Dunannie - by taking action, they have

already made a significant difference to the Orchard. The children now would like us to invest

in some litter pickers and have a Litter Picking Day. 

 Florence demonstrating her new Christmas present at home. Watch out litter! 
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